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Introduction 

“Data citation” is a broad construct that incorporates credit, attribution, and discovery of data. It 

has taken on a life of its own, quite apart from the theory and method of bibliometrics, 

informetics, scientometrics, and other means to assess the flow of scholarly information via 

citations between published documents. International task groups have written hundreds of pages 

of reports. Manifestos abound. Principles and standards for data citation are being set and 

implemented in local practice (CODATA-ICSTI Task Group on Data Citation Standards and 

Practices, 2013; Crosas, Carpenter, Shotton, & Borgman, 2013; Datacitation Synthesis Group, 

2014; Uhlir, 2012). 

The argument for data citation is made most succinctly in the first of ten principles 

promulgated by a joint task group of CODATA, the Committee on Data of the International 

Council of Scientific Unions and ICSTI, the International Council for Scientific and Technical 

Information (CODATA-ICSTI Task Group on Data Citation Standards and Practices, 2013; 

“International Council for Scientific and Technical Information,” 2015; Lide & Wood, 2012): 

The Status Principle: Data citations should be accorded the same importance in the 

scholarly record as the citation of other objects.  
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The status principle puts data on equal footing with other objects that are cited in 

scholarly communication – but without defining what those are or establishing the basis for equal 

treatment. This equivalence raises a host of theoretical, methodological, and practical problems 

for bibliometrics. Historically, bibliometrics involves “written communication” (Pritchard, 1969, 

p. 348), and specifically journals, periodicals, and books (Pritchard, 1969; Raisig, 1962). 

Bibliographic citation styles differ widely in the choice of data elements and citable units, as 

discussed further below. While the lack of agreement on bibliographic units for the purpose of 

citation remains problematic, at least these units usually can be aggregated into discrete 

documents such as journal articles or books. Of the many differences between data and written 

communication, the difficulty of defining citable units for data is the most problematic for 

bibliometrics.  

Treating data citations as equivalent to bibliographic citations implies that data are 

publications, which in turn gives rise to the popular “data publication” metaphor. While 

“publication,” strictly speaking, means only “to make public,” publication in the sense of 

scholarly communication has a much higher bar. Scholarly publication normally requires peer 

review and dissemination in a venue with recognized status for credit and attribution (Borgman, 

2007). Journals and books usually meet this standard of publication, whereas talks, blog posts, 

and objects posted on web pages generally do not. Reciprocal citation is a feature of 

bibliometrics and of related methods such as webometrics, scientometrics, and informetrics. Data 

are far more complex objects – if they are objects at all – than the entities to which bibliometrics 

applies. Units of data might receive citations, for example, but it is not clear that they can make 

references to other objects. The status principle for data citation and the data publication 

metaphor combine to muddy the waters of scholarly communication at time when far more 

clarity about the characteristics of data is needed (Borgman, 2007, 2012, 2015; Parsons & Fox, 

2013).  

The leap from citing publications to citing data is a vast one, but if data are to be 

discovered, exchanged, reused, and repurposed, robust mechanisms for citation are necessary. 

Transferring bibliographic citation principles to data must be done carefully and selectively, lest 

the problems associated with citation practice be exacerbated and new ones introduced. 

Determining how to cite data is a non-trivial matter. Giving credit for data, which is among the 

arguments for data citation, also raises the complex ethical and policy issues associated with the 

use of bibliometrics for evaluating scholarship (Declaration on Research Assessment, 2013; 

Furner, 2014; Rafols, de Rijcke, & Wouters, 2014). This festschrift chapter, which is informed 

by several decades of discussion with Blaise Cronin, explores the thorny relationships between 

citing publications and citing data, asking how theories of bibliometrics might be applied to the 

use of research data and vice versa.  

In a festschrift chapter for Eugene Garfield, edited some 15 years ago by Blaise Cronin 

and Helen Barsky Atkins (Borgman, 2000b), I expressed concerns about the slow uptake of 

bibliometrics to study scholarly communication and about the lack of understanding about how 

bibliometrics could be applied to electronic publishing. In the time since, the use of bibliometrics 

and webometrics to study scholarly communication in digital environments has blossomed. 

Theory and method in these areas also is far more mature (Almind & Ingwersen, 1997; 

Borgman, 1990; Borgman & Furner, 2002; Cronin & Sugimoto, 2014a, 2014b; Thelwall, 

Vaughan, & Bjorneborn, 2005). At this juncture, my concerns address how little is understood 

about the implications of data citation for the theory, method, and practice of bibliometrics – and 

conversely, how theories of bibliometrics can inform the design of citation mechanisms for data. 
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A Short History of Data Citation 

The open access movement, writ large, is about facilitating the movement of publications, 

software code, government data, research data, and other intellectual content with minimal 

licensing restrictions and minimal costs (Kelty, 2008; “Open Knowledge Foundation,” 2013; 

Suber, 2012). In the realm of scholarly communication, open access to publications and to data is 

being promoted or required by funding agencies, journals, universities, and other stakeholders. 

Adoption of these open access policies varies widely among fields, countries, institutions, and 

individuals. The biosciences, especially the “omics” fields, have adopted open data policies most 

fully. Genomic sequence data, for example, are submitted to repositories in concert with 

submitting articles for publication. Journals may require evidence of deposit, such as a record 

number, to consider the article for review. In most other fields, deposit of data is uneven at best, 

whether due to a lack of repositories, resources, skills, or incentives (Borgman, 2015; Fecher, 

Friesike, & Hebing, 2015; Kratz & Strasser, 2015; Wallis, Rolando, & Borgman, 2013).  

Communities that value data as scholarly products to be shared, disseminated, recombined, 

and reused need ways to describe those data. The first method proposed, naively, was simply to 

map established mechanisms of bibliographic citation to data citation. The primary problem with 

this approach, as discussed below, is the lack of agreement on what constitutes data. A second 

problem, also discussed below, is the distinction between credit and attribution for data, hence 

the broader title of the research agenda workshop held by the U.S. National Academies of 

Science, “For Attribution—Developing Data Attribution and Citation Practices and Standards”  

(Uhlir, 2012). The workshop explicated a wide range of conceptual issues involved in the 

citation and attribution of data, allowing the work of the international CODATA-ICSTI Task 

Group to move forward. The report of that group promulgated a set of ten principles but did not 

establish an implementation plan. The diversity of constituencies and practices was deemed too 

great to be resolved by the Task Group alone (CODATA-ICSTI Task Group on Data Citation 

Standards and Practices, 2013). However, other parties joined the effort quickly. The several 

reports, in combination with a manifesto (Crosas et al., 2013), provided the foundation for the 

community to implement the recommendations. Members of the Task Group, most of whom 

were practitioners from libraries, archives, data repositories, policy and standards agencies, and 

publishers, joined other stakeholders to refine the ten principles into a more succinct list of eight 

(Datacitation Synthesis Group, 2014). These principles, now finalized and endorsed by many 

parties, are quoted in full as a means to explore the comparisons between data and publications:  

1. Importance: Data should be considered legitimate, citable products of research. Data 

citations should be accorded the same importance in the scholarly record as citations of 

other research objects, such as publications. 

2. Credit and Attribution: Data citations should facilitate giving scholarly credit and 

normative and legal attribution to all contributors to the data, recognizing that a single 

style or mechanism of attribution may not be applicable to all data. 

3. Evidence: In scholarly literature, whenever and wherever a claim relies upon data, the 

corresponding data should be cited. 

4. Unique Identification: A data citation should include a persistent method for 

identification that is machine actionable, globally unique, and widely used by a 

community. 
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5. Access: Data citations should facilitate access to the data themselves and to such 

associated metadata, documentation, code, and other materials, as are necessary for both 

humans and machines to make informed use of the referenced data. 

6. Persistence: Unique identifiers, and metadata describing the data, and its disposition, 

should persist—even beyond the life span of the data they describe. 

7. Specificity and Verifiability: Data citations should facilitate identification of, access to, 

and verification of the specific data that support a claim. Citations or citation metadata 

should include information about provenance and fixity sufficient to facilitate verifying 

that the specific timeslice, version and/or granular portion of data retrieved subsequently 

is the same as was originally cited. 

8. Interoperability and Flexibility: Data citation methods should be sufficiently flexible to 

accommodate the variant practices among communities, but should not differ so much 

that they compromise interoperability of data citation practices across communities. 

 

These principles map to the general functions of bibliographic citation, with concerns for 

documenting evidence, accommodating variant practices among communities, identifying cited 

items unambiguously, and improving access to the cited objects. Two functional differences have 

notable ramifications for the theory, method, and practice of bibliometrics. One is the assumption 

that referencing and cited objects are in digital form and available online. A data citation is much 

more than descriptive metadata; it should support machine action (principle 4). The second, 

made most explicit in principle 7, is that a data citation should facilitate access to related objects. 

Data may be interpretable only in combination with contextual information, and perhaps with 

software code, instrumentation, and other technologies. In contrast, publications are presumed to 

be interpretable as independent units. 

Working groups on the dissemination and implementation of the data citation principles 

were established under the auspices of Force11, “a community working together in support of 

the goal of advancing scholarly communication” (Force11, 2015). Data citation is but one of 

their topics of interest. This volunteer community has weekly conference calls and daily flows of 

email. Some of their activities overlap with that of Research Objects for Scholarly 

Communication (ROSC), a burgeoning eScience community established in 2014 under the 

auspices of the World Wide Web Consortium (Bechhofer, De Roure, Gamble, Goble, & Buchan, 

2010; “Research Object for Scholarly Communication Community Group,” 2014). The Research 

Data Alliance (RDA), a more formal organization that has funding from public agencies in the 

U.S., Europe, and Australia, has working groups, interest groups, and birds-of-a-feather groups 

that intersect with the concerns of Force11 and ROSC. RDA, established in 2013, has more than 

1600 members from 70 countries. While the overlap in membership is considerable, RDA draws 

practitioners, technologists, and policy makers interested in building infrastructures for data 

management; Force11 is concerned with reforming scholarly communication generally; and 

Research Objects for Scholarly Communication is concerned with technical approaches for 

managing data, publications, software, and other objects created in scientific research. 

Among the interests common to these groups, and to others within individual domains, 

are the desire to redesign scholarly communication for networked environments, the changing 

relationships among stakeholders, the changing criteria for evaluating scholarship, and the 

complexity of data management and stewardship. A critical mass of stakeholders now considers 

these to be urgent problems. Data citation is but one mechanism to address these issues, albeit a 

fairly central one to the extent that it facilitates credit, attribution, discovery, access, retrieval, 
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management, use, and stewardship of scholarly content. These developments should be watched 

closely by bibliometricians, given the broad implications for scholarly communication. “Data 

citation” has become a catchword that encompasses a larger array of issues involved in managing 

the many digital objects that are created or used in research.  

 

Theoretical Problems of Data Citation 

Scholarly authors are expected to document their evidence by citing their sources. Bibliographic 

referencing, the traditional means to do so, matured in an era of print publication. Books, articles, 

and other scholarly products were stable entities. Once published, they stayed published. Given 

adequate bibliographic description, most cited documents could be located in research libraries, 

or perhaps in archives. As publication moved to digital formats, first as duplicates to print 

publication, later as a primary format, the stability of documents and citations no longer could be 

assumed.  

Data are much different entities than publications, introducing many new features and 

requirements for citations. In turn, these different characteristics require a new set of theoretical 

premises for bibliometrics. Modeling the flows of data alone would be hard enough. To the 

extent that data are cited as objects on par with publications, bibliometric analyses will draw 

upon heterogeneous pools of cited entities. Thus it is useful to consider how citation practices 

differ between genres of publication and of data. 

Generally speaking, authors cite sources that are accessible to their readers. In most 

cases, they cite other publications, providing enough information that readers can locate those 

sources in a library or online. The publication to which a citation refers may exist in many 

copies. Metadata elements such as volume, issue, and page numbers usually suffice to identify 

the item uniquely, whether in a print issue or online. Even if the document was obtained online, 

citations may reference the page numbers of the printed copy. When cited objects are available 

only online, location information such as URLs, or unique and persistent identification such as 

digital object identifiers (DOI) that can resolve to a location, are required. Publications usually 

are assumed be static objects, which facilitates identity and location. In cases where cited objects 

are not assumed to be stable, a specific version can be cited. Although links to online 

publications may break fairly quickly, these objects tend to remain available somewhere, and 

discovery mechanisms are improving (Klein & Nelson, 2010; Van de Sompel et al., 2012; Van 

de Sompel, Nelson, & Sanderson, 2013) 

Once outside the realm of formal publication, citations become less reliable means to 

locate sources of evidence. Authors may cite rare or original sources but not include the name 

and location of the archive in their bibliographic descriptions. Authors rarely provide 

bibliographic citations for their own data unless they are depositing those data in a place 

accessible to readers. Rather, most authors describe their methods and data to the degree 

expected by their field and publication venue, providing tables, figures, and supplementary 

materials as appropriate. In cases where a publication draws on data from external sources, such 

as those from an archive, repository, or colleague, those data may or may not be referenced. Data 

in repositories are most easily cited, as these institutions usually offer suggested citation formats 

that include unique and persistent identifiers. However, if external data were obtained to 

calibrate instruments or to “ground truth” a field site, they may not be cited because they were 

considered background to the research or implicit in the methods (Wallis et al., 2013; Wynholds, 

Wallis, Borgman, Sands, & Traweek, 2012). In other cases, authors might cite a “data paper” 

associated with a data release, as in astronomy (Ahn et al., 2012), an entire archive (e.g., Sloan 
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Digital Sky Survey), or publisher of data sources (e.g., OECD). References to data often are 

informal, such as a URL, a footnote, a figure caption, or an oblique mention in a sentence (Pepe, 

Goodman, Muench, Crosas, & Erdmann, 2014). Links to data decay even more quickly than do 

links to publications, as researchers are much less likely to curate data for long periods of time. 

The eternal quest for bibliographic control (Borgman, 2000a) is even more ephemeral for data 

than for publications. 

 

Stakeholders and Styles 

A particular challenge in building bibliometric theory for data citation is the number of 

stakeholders involved. These include, for example, scholars, publishers, librarians, funders, 

repository managers, policy makers, and technologists. Each has different interests in the forms 

that data citation will take. Some would make credit and attribution the highest priorities; others 

would focus on data citation as a means to improve discovery and access. The diversity of 

publication manuals and bibliographic citation styles suggests that achieving unity in data 

citation is highly unlikely. Bibliographic referencing tools such as Zotero, Endnote, Refworks, 

and Mendeley provide style sheets that will render citations in the formats of individual journals, 

conferences, and publishers. For example, Zotero currently supports 7,429 citation styles 

(Zotero, 2015). Only a few fields and journals have established citation styles for data. 

The tensions are many. As discussed further below, scholars want credit for their 

scholarly work, but do not necessarily desire separate credit for their data. Most lack the skills, 

resources, and often motivation to invest in curating their own data well enough to make them 

citable. Search engines would like to add value to existing assets by making them more 

discoverable. Funding agencies may require that data resulting from projects they support be 

shared and reused, but few such agencies have been willing to invest heavily in data stewardship. 

Overall, better knowledge infrastructures are needed to manage, discover, and exploit research 

data and information (Borgman, 2015; CrossRef, 2013; Edwards et al., 2013). 

Commercial interests see opportunities in hosting and providing access to data. Cloud 

computing services will host data, but do not wish to be in the curatorial business. Publishers 

may provide access to data as value-added services, but few are willing to host data except as a 

for-profit venture. Data repositories, which typically are non-profit consortial organizations, are 

concerned about their long-term ability to curate resources in the face of commercial competition 

that may have a shorter view. Universities seek better records of the scholarly output of their 

faculty, students, and research staff for use in promoting their reputations, managing their 

resources, and evaluating people and departments. Research libraries see a role in curating the 

data produced by researchers in their universities or other organizations, but may not wish to 

compete with repositories. Rather, libraries are more likely to apply their expertise in 

information organization, curation, and discovery to orphan data.  

Each of these stakeholders addressed their concerns independently until 2005 or so. As 

interest grew in data management plans, data sharing, reuse, and citation, competing stakeholders 

began to see some common ground. Influential policy documents helped to lay foundations for 

further discussion (Atkins et al., 2003; Boulton et al., 2012; Bourne et al., 2011; CODATA-

ICSTI Task Group on Data Citation Standards and Practices, 2013; Hey & Trefethen, 2005; 

National Science Board, 2005; Uhlir, 2012; Wood et al., 2010). Some of these documents were 

consensus reports; others resulted from conferences and workshops on several continents. 

Coalitions such as Force11 and RDA bring competing stakeholders to the same table to discuss 

the future of scholarly communication, including access to data (Borgman, 2015). 
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Defining Data 

At the core of the data citation problem is the lack of agreement on what constitutes data. Despite 

the plethora of policies and press about data, big and small, little effort is devoted to defining 

these terms. This is not a new problem. As Rosenberg (2013) comments, histories of science and 

epistemology tend to mention data only in passing, if at all (Blair, 2010; Daston, 1988; Poovey, 

1998; Porter, 1995). Foundational works on the making of meaning in science discuss facts, 

representations, inscriptions, and publications, with little attention to data per se (Bowker, 2005; 

Latour, 1987, 1988, 1993; Latour & Woolgar, 1979). Bibliometricians, as members of the 

information sciences, are well aware of the difficulties in defining “information” (Buckland, 

1991; Case, 2002, 2012; Furner, 2010). Precise operational definitions of the units being cited 

are necessary for bibliometrics, and particularly for machine discovery of cited objects. Attempts 

to distinguish between data and datasets have not achieved much clarity, as notions of the 

identity of datasets pose other theoretical challenges (Agosti & Ferro, 2007; Renear & Dubin, 

2003; Renear, Sacchi, & Wickett, 2010). 

The definition proposed elsewhere is suitable for discussions of bibliometrics and data 

citation: Data refers to entities used as evidence of phenomena for the purposes of research or 

scholarship (Borgman, 2015). The advantages of this definition are several. It recognizes the 

degree to which data may exist in the eye of the beholder. One person’s signal is another’s noise. 

Thus, one set of entities could be used for evidence of different phenomena for different 

purposes. In scientific publications, authors may consider their data to be the tables and figures 

presented, the cleaned and analyzed data set from which those tables and figures were derived, 

the initial “raw” observations from the field or instrument—or all or none of these. Collaborators 

may reasonably disagree on what were the data from any given field site, experiment, or study 

(Borgman, Wallis, & Mayernik, 2012). Thence comes the problem of granularity. A data citation 

might refer to one or a few observations, to a dataset assembled over the course of a career, or 

anything in between. The essence of principle 7 is that citations can be made to whatever unit of 

data is appropriate evidence in a particular case. The citation should be unique, as stated in 

principle 4. 

The granularity problem also arises in bibliographic citations. Scientific styles tend to cite 

entire documents, whereas humanities styles tend to cite individual page numbers or passages. 

Often these variant forms can be reconciled if enough metadata is provided; e.g., author, title, 

date, page numbers. While bibliometric analyses often aggregate documents by author, 

institution, journal, date range, or other elements, the unit of analysis is usually the cited 

document (Borgman, 1990). Similarly, most namespaces for publications are based on the 

publication as the basic unit—ISBN, LCCN, DOI, etc. As DOIs are assigned to articles, to data, 

and to individual tables and figures within articles, identification and retrieval are further 

complicated. Determining the “version of record” is ever more difficult in digital environments. 

The technological solution may be to reconcile “versions of the record” (Van de Sompel, 2013). 

 

Provenance 

Principles 4 and 5, on unique identification and access, and principle 8, on interoperability and 

flexibility, indicate the need for provenance information. Data citations can facilitate provenance, 

but may not be able to incorporate all the necessary content and context. Provenance is both 

more and less than metadata. It involves the origin and history of something, and documentation 

of the chain of evidence, custody, and relationships to other entities (Borgman, 2015; Buneman, 
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Khanna, & Tan, 2001; Carata et al., 2014; Groth, Gil, Cheney, & Miles, 2012; Groth & Moreau, 

2013). 

Rarely can data be interpreted without provenance information such as research methods, 

protocols, and the software necessary to open a file or run the program. Data continue to change 

form and meaning as they are processed, mined, aggregated, and disaggregated. The farther that 

reusers are from the origins of data, whether in terms of time, theory, geography, domain, or 

other factors, the more reliant they may be on provenance documentation. Provenance records 

may provide the information necessary to interpret, trust, or determine the legal rights to reuse, 

repurpose, or combine datasets—the evidentiary chain. If data creators are to receive credit 

through citation, that credit must carry forward through subsequent reprocessing. Sustaining the 

provenance chain is a daunting technical challenge. Provenance chains will evolve over time as 

more relationships are accrued and as links break. Provenance may also pose the greatest 

theoretical challenge, as authors, readers, and later analysts encounter substantially different 

aggregations of objects over time (Pepe, Mayernik, Borgman, & Van de Sompel, 2010).  

 

Releasing, Sharing, and Reusing Data 

Authors cite evidence that is available to readers, so readers can evaluate that evidence. Thus, 

determining what data to cite is partly a function of what data are released and made publicly 

available. Little is understood about what data scholars choose to share or about how, when, and 

why they reuse data. Data sharing and reuse are topics ripe for research and theorizing 

(Borgman, 2012, 2015).  

Theoretical questions persist about what objects scholars choose to cite in any given 

publication or about the meaning of individual citations, despite decades of empirical research 

and theoretical development (Cronin, 1981). Citation practices are more learned than taught. 

Publication manuals and “instructions to authors” in journals provide explicit instructions on 

how to cite sources in specific styles, but offer little guidance on what to cite. One commonality 

among data citation practice, data sharing, and reuse is that these are localized behaviors that are 

difficult to articulate. 

Data sharing and reuse rest heavily on trust between the parties involved. Data 

repositories are intermediaries in the trust relationship between those who give data and those 

who receive. Data citation is one mechanism to document those relationships. Citing data already 

stored in repositories is the low hanging fruit for data citation, and a starting point for initiatives 

such as DataCite (DataCite, 2013). Unique and persistent identifiers, stable and persistent links 

between related digital objects, digital signatures that verify the integrity of digital objects, and 

similar mechanisms contribute to the trust fabric. No matter how sophisticated the technology, 

trust is based in the individuals and the social institutions involved (Blanchette, 2012).  

The ability to share and reuse data rests on early decisions about how to describe and 

manage them. The earlier in the process that scholars document data in ways that make them 

reusable, the better they can represent them as citable objects. Data citation mechanisms can 

support these functions, although individual citations, per se, are unlikely to carry enough 

information to interpret data or to document provenance. 

 

Credit 

Assigning credit for data is even more problematic than is assigning credit for authoring 

publications. Contemporary authorship is negotiated with collaborators or determined by the 

policy of the parent organization. Policies of publishers and journals also may influence the 
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designation of author or contributor roles. Notions of authorship credit appear to vary widely 

between domains, as Cronin has shown (Cronin, 1984, 1995, 1998, 2001, 2005, 2008; Davenport 

& Cronin, 2001). Policies at CERN, for example, are intended to provide authorship credit for 

early contributions to data collection, thus conflating credit for data and for publication (Mele, 

2013). In space-based astronomy missions, decisions about what data to collect, how to collect 

them, and how to process them are made many years before researchers use those data in 

publications. Data papers and instrument papers are the means by which those involved early in 

the process get credit for their contributions. By the time those data are used by later 

astronomers, individuals responsible for creating the data may be invisible, anonymous, or 

departed (Borgman, 2015).  

In smaller teams, authorship is negotiated, but credit for data is not usually part of the 

discussion. “Authorship” is not terminology that resonates with scholars when thinking about 

their data (Wallis, 2012; Wallis & Borgman, 2011). Data may not be released because the 

responsibility for data is so diffuse that no individual is empowered or motivated to do so. The 

larger the collaboration, the less familiarity the principal investigator (PI) may have with the 

specifics of the data collection, and the greater likelihood that the PI has the long-term 

responsibility for a diffuse organization. The students and post-doctoral fellows who have the 

most intimate knowledge of the data have the highest turnover rate as team members. The PI 

may be responsible for stewardship of the data, which deserves credit. Those who have the most 

intimate familiarity with the data possess tacit knowledge that is necessary for interpretation, 

which also deserves credit. Expertise, responsibility, and authorship are not equivalent with 

respect to data; it is unclear how credit should be allocated in each instance 

The workshop conducted by the National Academies and the CODATA-ICSTI Task 

Group sought input from many stakeholders about how to assign credit for data. While the 

starting assumption was that scholars cared the most about receiving credit for their data, it 

became clear over the two days of discussion that many other parties also wanted credit: funding 

agencies who supported the research; data repositories who acquire, curate, and release data; 

university research officers; and other data providers (Uhlir, 2012). Authors want credit for 

citations to their publications, as these are currency for hiring and advancement; thus, citing 

publications as surrogates for the data reported in them suits the interests of most authors. If 

datasets are cited instead of publications, authors may have disincentives for citing data. 

Researchers usually receive more credit for citations to peer-reviewed publications than for other 

activities such as teaching, editorial work, or service. Where citations to data, or to other non-

peer-reviewed objects, fall on this credit spectrum is unknown, but it appears that any practice 

that risks diluting credit for publications may be viewed with suspicion.  

 

Attribution of Sources 

Attribution of the sources for data is equally problematic to credit. Agencies providing data 

commonly do so under licenses that constrain who can use the data, for what purposes, for how 

long, and with what attribution (Pearson, 2012). Researchers often place restrictions on the 

sharing and reuse of their data, whether by licensing or other means. They may require a specific 

citation to data. If they use Creative Commons licenses, they may specify whether the dataset (or 

other object) may be used only as a whole or whether in parts, for commercial or non-

commercial purposes, and the form of attribution required (Creative Commons, 2013). While the 

desire for control is understandable, due to concerns for intellectual property, credit, and misuse 

or misinterpretation, attribution requirements complicate reuse considerably. Licensing also 
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makes the process of combining and reusing data more complex, if attributions must be carried 

forward in provenance records (Guibault, 2013). 

Due to these complications, many have argued for the open release of data without 

licensing restrictions, or for direct release into the public domain (Murray-Rust, Neylon, Pollock, 

& Wilbanks, 2010; Nielsen, 2011; Wilbanks, 2013). Releasing data openly without restrictions 

and without requiring credit or attribution certainly simplifies data sharing and reuse. However, 

it runs counter to the interests of most scholars. Documenting data for reuse often requires 

considerable investment of resources. Data can be assets to be controlled, protected, exchanged, 

and bartered for other resources, including academic posts (Borgman, 2015; Hilgartner & 

Brandt-Rauf, 1994; Latour, 1987; Latour & Woolgar, 1979). Credit and attribution may be 

insufficient rewards for scholars to relinquish those assets or to expose themselves to potential 

liabilities associated with reuse.  

 

Discovery 

While discovery is not mentioned explicitly in the data citation principles, it is implicit 

throughout. Describing data in sufficient detail to ensure unique identification, persistence, 

specificity, verifiability, and interoperability will improve their discovery. Discovery is a 

precondition for gaining access to the desired data or other objects (principle 5). Similar 

requirements apply in using bibliometrics to discover, locate, and retrieve publications (Cronin, 

2014; Kousha & Thelwall, 2014). In principle 4, “machine actionability” implies that a citation 

should support machine discovery of data. Rather than a citation providing enough information 

to search the shelves of a library, it should have embedded links that allow direct access to the 

referenced object. Digital object identifiers (DOIs), in combination with technical standards such 

as OpenURL and publisher-led initiatives such as CrossRef, facilitate machine actionability from 

citations in online articles to cited articles. However, many such links, whether for publications 

or for data, lead to a landing page where a human can identify the object of interest. When the 

searcher is a computer, these discovery mechanisms fail (Van de Sompel, 2012). A goal for the 

next generation of search technologies, especially for data discovery, is to support machine 

actionable links for entire provenance chains (Bechhofer et al., 2010; CrossRef, 2009, 2014; 

Klein et al., 2014; Pepe et al., 2010; Sanderson & Van de Sompel, 2012; Simons, 2012; Van de 

Sompel, 2015; Van de Sompel, Hochstenbach, & Beit-Arie, 2000; Van de Sompel & Lagoze, 

2009).  

At present, most data discovery appears to be a fairly manual process. Individuals 

identify data of interest by reading papers or by searching repositories. Discovery can be 

improved by more extensive description of data, figures, tables, and other elements in 

publications. Such descriptions can be accommodated by open annotation systems that facilitate 

interoperability across systems, which includes synchronizing links to related resources 

(Ciccarese, Ocana, & Clark, 2012; Das et al., 2009; Foster & Moreau, 2006; Hunter, 2009; Van 

de Sompel et al., 2012). These approaches may be effective to the extent that document 

enrichment survives the publication process. Publishers tend to “flatten out” submitted 

documents by reducing them to portable document format (PDF), which is a proprietary 

standard, for ingest to their systems. In that process, they usually strip annotations, citation 

records stored in the document by bibliographic referencing tools, and other features that support 

machine actions. New platforms, unencumbered by legacy publishing systems, may enrich 

research objects in ways that support more robust discovery and more complex document 

structures. 
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Initiatives such as DataCite, Schema.org, and Object Reuse and Exchange are developing 

metadata schema for data. Search engines, which have largely ignored metadata and other forms 

of document enrichment, are implementing more structured methods. Provenance graphs are 

essential for data management at scale (DiLauro, 2013). Approaches that publish graphs of 

object relationships will aid both discovery and bibliometrics. Proprietary control of these graphs 

will hide those chains of evidence from other programs, users, and bibliometricians. To the 

extent that these metadata schema are adopted, and especially to the extent that graphs are open, 

they should aid in discovery of research data (DataCite, 2014; “Object Reuse and Exchange,” 

2014; Schema.org, 2012; World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), 2013). However, individual 

researchers tend to invest very little effort in providing metadata or other curatorial description to 

their data to make them usable for others. Labor and skill requirements to do so are high and 

incentives are low. Because digital data are far less self-describing than are textual objects such 

as publications, discovery depends heavily on metadata. Thus data citation is implicitly a means 

to improve the discovery of data (Borgman, 2015).  

 

Discussion and Conclusion 

Data are not equivalent to publications, hence data citation is not equivalent to bibliographic 

citation. However, theories of bibliographic citation are useful in thinking about what data 

citation is, or could be. The most fundamental distinction between bibliographic objects and data 

is the degree of independence. Bibliometrics – including scientometrics, informetrics, 

webometrics, altmetrics, and other variants – are used to model relationships between objects 

that can be treated as independent entities, whether web pages or tweets. Data, however, rarely 

can be interpreted as independent objects. Most are meaningless without links to contextual 

information, software, and related objects. The scope and identity of a dataset vary along 

multiple dimensions. Without agreements on what constitutes data in any given instance, it is 

difficult to count or compare the uses of those data. Empirical and theoretical work on what are 

data, how those data are used, how data are aggregated and disaggregated, and when and how 

they are cited as sources of evidence are avenues ripe for exploration at the intersection of 

scholarly communication and bibliometrics. 

Blaise Cronin was among the first to call for a theory of citation behavior, as so little is 

understood about the purposes for which an object is cited (Cronin, 1981). Data citation 

exacerbates that theoretical challenge. References to articles are sometimes surrogates for citing 

the data within them. When data sets are accessible, those can be cited. Later authors who use 

those data may cite the dataset, a larger dataset or repository from which the data were drawn, 

articles in which the datasets were discussed, or some combination of these. Early efforts to 

classify the purposes for individual citations revealed that article citations are sometimes data 

citations (Lipetz, 1965; White, 1982). When data are cited, it is often not in the reference list, but 

buried in footnotes, URLs, or mentions in text. The difficulty of identifying citations to data is 

not new, but demands to standardize and promulgate data citation increase the urgency of 

addressing the problem. 

Distinguishing between data citation and data use is another thorny theoretical challenge. 

The few studies on data reuse indicate that scientifically important uses of data may not be 

mentioned or cited in publications (Palmer, Weber, & Cragin, 2011; Wallis et al., 2013; 

Wynholds et al., 2012). The reasons for lack of citation are many. One is that data citation is not 

(yet) common scholarly practice. Another may be that many sources are used in research, but 

few are cited. Views, downloads, library reshelving statistics, and other measures of use tend not 
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to correlate well with citations of those same items (Bollen, Van de Sompel, & Rodriguez, 2008; 

Haustein, 2014; Kousha & Thelwall, 2014; Thelwall, Haustein, Larivière, & Sugimoto, 2013). 

Again, it has long been known that reading, library use, and citation are different behaviors. How 

those differences translate to the use, reuse, and citing of data is unexplored territory.  

Another opportunity for theory building in bibliometrics posed by data citation is the 

changing notion of authorship. While authorship was never a stable concept, as Blaise Cronin 

has shown (Cronin, 1981, 1995, 2001, 2003, 2005, 2008, 2013, 2014; Davenport & Cronin, 

2000), practical concerns for credit and attribution have focused largely on the roles of 

individuals in scholarly communication. Some journals ask for precise descriptions of the 

contributions of each named author; e.g., writing, data collection, data analysis, instrumentation, 

and management (Committee on Publication Ethics, 2013; Harvard University and Wellcome 

Trust, 2012). The work associated with collecting, cleaning, analyzing, managing, and reporting 

data is essential to the conduct of scholarly research, but that work is not necessarily equivalent 

to authorship. How these roles should be credited in data citation, and how they should be 

weighted in contributions to scholarship are open questions. The labor associated with data 

management and software engineering tends to be lower in status than the scientific work that 

leads to peer-reviewed papers (Darch et al., 2015). 

Lastly, the intersection of data citation and scholarly communication is an example of the 

uneasy fit between structure and process in scholarly communication. While research on process 

should inform research on structure, and vice versa, rarely do these approaches intersect 

(Lievrouw, 1990). Bibliometrics and their brethren address structural relationships in scholarly 

communication. The validity of these analyses rests on understanding the processes by which 

these structures arise and evolve. A better understanding of the processes associated with the 

creation, use, and reuse of data, should lead to the design of better data citation mechanisms.  

Bibliometricians are in an ideal position to contribute to—and to learn from—the 

development of theory and practice in data citation. The caveat is in the title of this chapter. 

Bibliometrics, strictly speaking, are based on publications. Data are not publications, therefore 

data citation is something other than bibliometrics. However, data most certainly are objects 

exchanged in scholarly communication. Theoretical approaches to data citation must 

accommodate the ways in which data differ from publications. Data tend to be compound objects 

with unclear boundaries, whereas publications can be treated as independent objects with clear 

boundaries, at least for the purpose of bibliometrics. Data usually consist of multiple objects that 

are interdependent, with relationships that often are unstable and difficult to document. Theory 

and methods from bibliometrics, scientometrics, and webometrics can be used to study the 

characteristics of these relationships and how they evolve over time. The “catch-22” is that it will 

be difficult to model these relationships until units of data are sufficiently documented to be 

traceable. This is an opportune moment for those concerned with data, scholarly communication, 

knowledge infrastructures, and bibliometrics to explore common ground. Blaise Cronin has laid 

the foundation that allows this conversation to move forward. 
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